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Infectious smiles,
not practices!
See page 3

A nod to valuable projects that may
“fly under the radar”
When we take pride in the successes of our healthcare

relating to medical research that involves human participants. Felicia Tiseo (Chief of Research Review and Regulatory Affairs) and Julie Turbide (Quality Assurance Specialist) conferred with colleagues from around the world
to ensure that CIUSSS West-Central Montreal remains at
the forefront in safeguarding the dignity, rights and safety
of the individuals in research studies.

network, we often tend to focus—for entirely understandable reasons—on the programs and services that have a
direct and immediately noticeable impact on the patients,
residents and clients who require our support.
However, we should also bear in mind that members of
staff make some of their most significant contributions in
areas where healthcare users will reap the benefits many
months or perhaps even many years from now.

Projects like these—even if they occasionally “fly under the
radar”—demonstrate that our intent is to achieve much
more than just finding a successful formula and sticking
with it. We are constantly in the process of scrutinizing our
own performance and looking for ways of improving what
we do. The results, whether immediately obvious or not,
ultimately mean better care for those who put their lives
in our hands every day.

In a broad sense, I’m referring to our academic and research missions, where the training and in-depth studies
that we undertake today will help set the stage for new
types of treatment and technology, as well as new generations of healthcare professionals (some drawn from the
roughly 5,000 students and stagiaires we receive each
year). More specifically, I’m talking about certain projects
and initiatives that may not always get wide recognition
among staff, given the sheer size of our CIUSSS.

Lawrence Rosenberg, M.D., Ph.D.
President and CEO

One noteworthy example is a newly implemented project,
in which the Nursing and Multidisciplinary Directorates
worked together to improve efficiency and minimize delays in discharging hospital patients. The team was headed by Judy Bianco (recently retired as Associate Nursing
Director for Medicine, Geriatrics and Emergency Services)
and Mary Lattas (Chief of Occupational Therapy). Special
attention was paid to elderly individuals who are medically stable and are ready to take the next step in their trajectory of care in another facility or at home.
In the field of research ethics, two members of our Research Review Office have travelled to Harvard University
twice since May to discuss ethical standards and practices
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not the infection

Spread the message
Achoo! When you sneeze into your elbow, you are taking

When a patient or resident requiring AP is admitted to
one of the CIUSSS facilities, a sign is placed above their
door with pictograms indicating the necessary infection
prevention measures for everyone who enters the room.
The sign is colour-coded to represent the different types
of transmission. For example, a yellow sign indicates the
need for contact precautions. This means that the germ in
question spreads via contact, and therefore anyone who
enters the room should clean their hands and put on a
gown and gloves.

care not to spread germs. It is a simple gesture to protect
those around you, but in a healthcare setting, it’s more
than just a courtesy—it’s a necessity.
Many of the users in CIUSSS West-Central Montreal area-facilities are elderly or have weak immune systems, and
are therefore especially vulnerable to infection. For this
reason, healthcare staff, and indeed anyone who comes
into contact with our patients or residents, must take
special measures.

APs include:
These measures—formally designated as Additional
Precautions (APs)—are applied by Infection Prevention
and Control (IPAC) to protect users and healthcare workers by preventing the transfer of microscopic bacteria or
viruses. They are enforced when a patient or resident is
known or suspected to be carrying, or to be infected with,
a particular bacteria or virus.

° The use of personal protective equipment such
as a gown, gloves, mask and/or facial protection.
° Environmental controls, for example, the use of shared
equipment, the manner in which the environment is
cleaned, and visitor considerations. This can also
include modifying a patient’s room accommodation
by moving them to a private room or by grouping
patients with the same bacteria together.

The AP that is put in place for a specific health care user is
based on how their particular infection spreads. This can
happen through contact with the patient or resident (such
as holding their hand while guiding them through the
hallway) or their environment (as when changing their
bed sheets). Infection can also be spread via droplets,
transmitted, for instance, by sneezing or coughing; or
airborne, through tiny particles that remain suspended
or move in the air.

° Engineering controls, available in certain rooms
equipped with a special ventilation system that pulls
air out of the room through a high-efficiency filter so
that the microorganism cannot travel into the hallways
or adjacent rooms.

APs are put in
place to protect
us all, staff and
users alike. They
may take a moment, but could
save a life!

Nursing Clinical Consultant Stephanie
Maynard and Nurse Kirby Montecillo
follow AP ‘yellow’ precautions,
donning their gowns and gloves on
the Neuroscience Unit in Pavilion K.
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Because I said I would
Daniela Vrabie vividly recalls the moment she made a

hope 4 david

Auxiliary generously provides the funding for a companion, who spends quality time with David four times a week.

promise to herself to find a way to help transform the life
of a resident within the long-term care system.

“We always strive to see past a medical diagnosis,”
concludes Ms. Capaz. “We believe in fostering potential,
so that we can bring out the best in our residents.”

As coordinator of the SAPA program at Jewish Eldercare
Centre, Ms. Vrabie had just been introduced to David, a
man in his 50s pegged as having a ‘behaviour problem’.
Since the age of five, David had been bounced around various institutions due to an intellectual disability. His public
curator made an application for long-term care on David’s
behalf, and Ms. Vrabie knew that her team at Jewish Eldercare could make an important difference in the quality of
his life.

Under the guidance of Ms. Vertus and her team, David has
made significant strides in the 18 months he has been at
JEC. Previously withdrawn, he has formed close bonds
with the staff who care for him. Instead of averting his
eyes, he now makes eye contact with his caregivers. He
rarely exhibits signs of frustration any longer because he
has found non-verbal ways of communicating his needs
to an attentive team. David even developed a greater autonomy and feeds himself, ever since the Hope 4 team
learned of his sweet tooth and began bringing him homebaked treats.

As David had no family members to care for him, Ms. Vrabie placed him on the Hope 4 unit of Jewish Eldercare’s
Hope pavilion, where she knew the team, led by Head
Nurse Margarette Vertus, would embrace him.

Ms. Vrabie’s commitment to herself, to her team, and,
most importantly to David, was fulfilled because she said
she would—and she did!

“This is Jewish Eldercare—our approach is to create a
sense of family,” says Ms. Vrabie. “David had been labeled
‘difficult’ all too often in the past. If we empower our staff,
they will empower the residents. From nursing staff to
housekeeping, and from PABs to companions, everyone
came together to give him a home.”

Daniela Vrabie was inspired by Because I Said I Would,
a movement that motivates people to make and keep
their promises, which she learned about through patientcentred organization Planetree. Plans are in the works
to share Because I Said I Would with staff at
Maimonides and Jewish Eldercare. To learn more,
visit becauseisaidiwould.com.

Ms. Vertus knows that David is often thirsty, so makes
sure to always bring him a double serving of water. Social
Worker Gloria Capaz, meanwhile, works closely with his
public curator to arrange new clothing, haircuts and foot
care when needed. For their part, the Jewish Eldercare

Out of respect for the resident, his identity has been kept confidential. When Ms. Capaz discovered that it was David’s birthday in June, she decided to throw him
a party. The whole team joined in the planning and festivities, making sure David was dressed for the occasion, decorating his room with streamers and balloons,
breaking out the party hats and indulging his sweet tooth with a birthday cake.
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Healthy competition
For

Rosalie Dion, Associate Director of the Support Program
for the Autonomy of Seniors (SAPA), Long-Term Care, has
worn a jersey for both sides over the years.

the sixth summer running, an ongoing friendly rivalry heated up as staff from the Donald Berman Maimonides Geriatric Centre and Jewish Eldercare Centre hit the
basketball court, with both teams vying to capture the
Planetree Trophy.

“These friendly matches foster a great camaraderie
among our employees,” says Joanie Robidoux, Chief of the
Patient Experience Office. “For us, the game is also a way
to recognize the staff’s dedication to our residents.”

“It’s all about having fun,” says Robert Ford, the Supervisor of hygiene and safety at Maimonides, who took an active role in recruiting players. “I was out there rallying the
guys and ladies leading up to the match, posting notices
in the eating lounge, approaching players from years’ past
and encouraging them to bring along their colleagues.”

Mr. Ford, who played in the inaugural game six years ago,
says that organizers hope to expand to other centres
throughout the CIUSSS West-Central Montreal. “We envision a tournament—the more staff that participate, the
more competitive fun we’d have.”

The teams met up for the June 6 game at a gym in the
City of Cote Saint-Luc Parks and Recreation Department.
They upheld a multidisciplinary spirit on the courts, uniting PAB, kitchen, housekeeping and nursing staff.

The sites are tied at three wins each. “Everybody had
a great time, we’re all looking forward to playing
again,” maintains Mr. Ford. “That said, we’ll never return
the trophy!”

Team Maimonides (players in blue) won the Planetree trophy this year in a tight match against the Jewish Eldercare team at their
annual staff basketball game.

Seasoned awards
The Canadian Diabetes Association has

presented its 2016 Diabetes Educator of
the Year Award to Sondra Sherman, a JGH
dietitian in the Division of Endocrinology.

Sondra Sherman

Ms. Sherman, who is a Certified Diabetes
Educator and a 37-year veteran of the
JGH, was officially recognized at a conference of the Association in Ottawa in October, 2016. The Montreal diabetes chapter
that Ms. Sherman chairs was also named
the Outstanding Chapter of the Year for
5

2017, making it the second consecutive
year that it achieved this top honour.
Ms. Sherman serves as Captain of Team
Diabetes for the Juvenile Diabetes Marathon, and is a member of Team Diabetes
for the Canadian Diabetes Association
Marathon.

Teams at JGH and Mount Sinai
go all-out for palliative patient
Quick thinking and tight teamwork by dedicated staff

For this reason, the patient submitted a request to Magic
Moments, a Mount Sinai program that fulfills wishes for
palliative care patients whose prognosis for survival is
three months or less. This wish was far from ordinary,
says Ms. Steadman, “but we try to fulfill all of these requests quickly, because the patient’s time is limited.”

at Mount Sinai Hospital and the Jewish General Hospital
were crucial in granting a wish for a dying patient: To
spend her final weeks in comfort in a bed that best suited
her needs.
Fulfilling the request was all the more difficult, because it
came on Friday, May 19, just as the Victoria Day weekend
was about to begin. But that evening, the woman in her
mid-50s finally breathed a sigh of relief, as she eased into
the bed at Mount Sinai. It was in this bed that she died a
month later.

As luck would have it, Jacki Raboy Thaw, a Nurse Coordinator in the Medical Surgical Intensive Care Unit at the
JGH, knew of a Linet bed that was vacant. But could it be
moved on the eve of a holiday weekend?
Ms. Thaw placed another call and got prompt agreement from Elliott Silverman, who is based at the JGH
and serves as Director of Purchasing and Logistics for
CIUSSS West-Central Montreal. “I heard from Jacki
around 11:00 in the morning on that Friday,” he recalls,
“and what sticks in my mind is that she said the bed was
needed not the next week, not sometime soon, but that
very day.”

“She was so appreciative of everything that was done
for her, and on such short notice,” says Carol Steadman,
Administrative Processes Specialist for the Volunteers of
Mount Sinai Hospital and the MAB-Mackay Rehabilitation
Centre. “Whenever I visited her, all she could talk about
was that bed. It gave her such peace.”
What Ms. Steadman also found so encouraging was the
immediate cooperation of staff. “As soon as I explained
what I needed, then—bang!—they got going.”

Mr. Silverman worked closely with Isaac Maman, Chief of
Logistics - Receiving and Warehousing, to arrange for
the bed to be moved from the ICU to the JGH loading
dock. At the same time, François Lemieux, Chief of Logistics - Transport, contacted a company that could take
the bed to Mount Sinai.

When the patient first arrived at Mount Sinai from the
JGH, she felt that her bed, though perfectly suitable for
palliative care patients, did not provide the same comfort that she had experienced before her transfer. At the
JGH, she had lain in a Linet bed, sometimes known as
“the Cadillac of hospital beds,” whose mattress’ firmness
can be adjusted to accommodate an individual’s weight
and preferences.

But, to his dismay, the transport service sent a minivan
that was too small to accommodate a load as large as a
Linet bed. So Mr. Lemieux hit the phones again and finally found a truck that could do the job, at no extra cost.
°°°

Jacki Raboy Thaw stands beside the type of therapeutic bed that was transported from the JGH to Mount Sinai Hospital to fulfill the Magic Moment
of a Palliative Care patient.
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Teams at JGH and Mount Sinai go all-out for palliative patient
°°°

The bed finally left the JGH at 6:53 p.m. and arrived at
Mount Sinai about 20 minutes later.
“What made it so wonderful,” Ms. Thaw recalls, “was not
having to jump through hoops or come up against barriers in giving this patient what she wanted and needed.
As soon as we asked, staff offered to help as much as
they could.”
Similarly gratifying to Mr. Silverman was the determination of members of staff in both CIUSSS facilities to work
as a single team to enhance the patient’s experience.
He says this incident also drives home the point that
Purchasing and Logistics, like other departments that
have no direct, hands-on contact with healthcare users,
often makes a significant difference in the lives of those
who require care.
“People sometimes forget that, in our own way, we do
care for patients,” he explains. “It’s true that we move
boxes all day, but it’s our way of providing critical support to those members of staff who administer the medications and apply the dressings.
“This particular case was especially rewarding, because
it gave us a chance to be more closely and directly involved in making a patient feel better. As soon as we got
the call, we dropped everything to help her. We never
got to meet her and we never even found out her name,
but it was worth every minute of effort to give her those
extra minutes of comfort.” 360°

Isaac Maman (left), Elliott Silverman (centre) and François Lemieux gather at the
JGH loading dock where they arranged to transport a special therapeutic bed to
a patient at Mount Sinai Hospital.

Giving thanks to those who give
You’ll find them at desks, you’ll find them at bedsides and

lounges, you’ll find them wandering the halls. Those telltale pins or blue coats that can be spotted throughout the
year and in nearly every corner of our network were briefly
set aside as volunteers gathered at the Jewish General
Hospital for a cocktail held in their honour.

“We wanted to give back to those who give,” says
Joanne Laing, Chief of Volunteer and Pastoral Services, who
organized the June 8 event. “We have 2,500 volunteers
throughout the CIUSSS West-Central Montreal who are
contributing selflessly and tirelessly in a multitude of ways.
They’re a vital resource, providing comfort to our users,
guidance to our visitors and support to our staff.”

Volunteers attend a cocktail held in their honour.
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open house opens minds
“Unlike a hospital, which is often associated with tests
and procedures, our Centre is an uplifting place,” says
Ms. Kon. “Far from feeling down-hearted in the company of other cancer patients, participants appreciate how
much they learn from, share with and support one another. And when they step back outside, they feel better,
they feel connected, they feel motivated.”
This ultimate objective was the clear yet unobtrusive
focus of the open house on July 6, which served as a
celebration of the Centre’s 10th anniversary. Staff and
volunteers mingled informally with curious visitors and
newcomers, who joined the many patients (or former
patients) who are members of the Centre, plus their
families, friends and caregivers.
A range of activities planned throughout the day introduced the public to a sampling of the complementary
therapies that have been offered in the past decade.
With the assistance of registration volunteers, patients within two years of their cancer diagnosis
design a wellness plan custo-mized to their individual needs and interests. They are not held to a
rigorous schedule—while certain activities require
pre-registration or an appointment, many are also drop
in. Patients rejuvenate their body and spirit, whether
lounging in one of the Centre’s cozy living rooms or enjoying the luxury of a massage; stimulating their creativity
in a jewelry-making class or choral session; or invigorating themselves through movement in the fully equipped,
supervised gym, or in dance or qi gong classes.

Volunteer yoga instructor Sue Rusk leads a session in the serene gardens of
the Cancer Wellness Centre.

All this under the experienced guidance of staff and volunteers, who are on hand to help patients heal beyond
the comfort of the Centre’s four walls—in their daily life,
in their community. “We teach participants the importance of not becoming overextended,” says Anouline
Sintharaphone, the Centre’s Exercise Program Coordinator, who joined the team in 2009. “Particularly when
dealing with the side-effects of their treatment, patients
learn to respect their bodies so that they can manage
their energy and stave off fatigue.”

On that sun-drenched summer day, the garden was the
first to extend a welcome—over here, a cluster of flowers; over there, someone holding a yoga pose alongside
a sculpture. Just inside, cozy armchairs beckoned, and
from upstairs, the aroma of freshly prepared food came
wafting down.
It made you feel as if you had somehow found your way
into an oasis. What it did not resemble—at least, not at
first—was a gathering place for cancer patients and their
families.

Stress-management workshops also help prepare agitated
patients to withstand the rigours of treatment and
cope with their anxiety, says Ron Grossman, a volunteer instructor with the Centre for eight years.
He explains that patients take the time to discover, for instance, which relaxation breathing techniques
presented in class work especially well for them, and
practice these at home. When it comes time for their
treatment in hospital, they’ll apply what they’ve learned
and feel more calm. ° ° °

And that was exactly the point.
“We decided to host this open house because we wanted
visitors to immerse themselves in our home-like atmosphere,” says Hena Kon, Communications Specialist for
Hope & Cope. Since 2007, the JGH Hope & Cope Cancer
Wellness Centre, also known as Lou’s House, has been
helping to heal souls and spirits, and, in the process, give
cancer patients the inner strength to deal with the challenge of healing their own bodies.
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open house opens minds
°°°

Hope & Cope’s Wellness Centre, Ms. Kon notes, is a
hospital-affiliated centre, and works closely with the
oncology team at the JGH Segal Cancer Centre. As such,
the Centre offers evidence-based and complementary
rather than alternative therapies. Patients affected by
cancer in the greater Montreal area, regardless of their
treating hospital, are welcome to use the free, fullybilingual program.

of Hope & Cope. “You wouldn’t imagine that there would
be laughter, but there is laughter here,” says Marcelle
Kecman, Wellness Centre Manager. “Our participants
have found a space where they learn to live each and
every day of their lives to the fullest.”
Hope & Cope’s Cancer Wellness Centre is located
on Cote-Sainte Catherine Road, corner Lavoie. To
learn more, contact the Centre at 514-340-3616 or visit
hopeandcope.ca. 360°

The mood was decidedly festive as organizers served an
anniversary cake, a sweet celebration also of the 36th year

Guests at the Cancer Wellness Centre open house enjoy an art class with Elaine Dubrovsky (standing, left), a volunteer art instructor since the program began.

Case management survey
Do

you know which tools, skills
and training would help you to become a great case manager?
Share your thoughts on an online
survey developed by the Home Care
division of SAPA (Support Program
for the Autonomy of Seniors). If you
are a member of a homecare team
with SAPA, Intellectual Deficiency
(DI) or Physical Deficiency (DP),
your input would be valuable in
assisting Home Care to form
interdisciplinary case management
teams at all five CLSCs within the
CIUSSS West-Central Montreal.

Case managers will be responsible
for coordinating the care of clients
with moderate or severe loss of autonomy and complex bio-psychosocial care needs. These clients are
at risk of frequent interruptions in
the continuum of services and are
targeted to receive intensive home
care follow up. The case managers
will work closely with the SAPA, DI
and DP teams to help clients access
the care they need.

“We know that we have bright,
skilled, and motivated social workers, nurses and occupational
therapists that are looking for new
challenges,” says Helen Jones,
SAPA Project Manager, Chief
Administrator for programs. “We
are counting on you to share
creative, constructive ideas that
will guide us in helping you to
provide the best possible care for
our clients.”
Fill out the brief survey at
fr.surveymonkey.com/r/ZHR5GL5.
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Know thyself, know thy patient:
better understanding for better care
As we set clients on the road to healing, or guide

The SHERPA training better equips clinicians,
managers, allied-health and support staff to provide
the necessary guidance to this population. Lessons integrate the latest research and draw on case
studies, and are offered for free and for credit to
CIUSSS West-Central Montreal staff.

them toward a new phase in their lives, it can be helpful to know the road they traveled to reach us.

People from culturally diverse backgrounds arrive in
our clinics and on our units with unique fears, hopes
and expectations. Similarly, when we meet with our
users, whether once or as part of a longer relationship, we
inevitably bring along—and sometimes unwittingly
impose—our own preconceptions and expectations.

Les mots pour le dire et pour intervenir*
CLSC de Park-Extension, room 15-17
°	Tuesday, October 17
° Wednesday, November 8
° Friday, January 19, 2018
° Wednesday, March 14

To ensure that our healthcare and social services
practitioners properly understand and address the
needs of our users in a complex, multi-ethnic environment, ongoing instruction is provided by the SHERPA
Research Centre of the Institut Universitaire au regard
des communautés ethnoculturelles. Additional support is provided by the research team at Migration,
Ethnicity and Intervention in the Health and Social
Services (METISS).

Connaître ses clients : statuts, trajectoires
et vécus migratoires*
Wednesday, December 6,
CLSC de Park-Extension, room 15-17
°	Thursday, April 19, 2018,
CLSC de Côte-des-Neiges, room 352
°

“New immigrants face many challenges, including
the loss of their support networks, language barriers
and discrimination, explains Geneviève GrégoireLabrecque, Coordinator of intercultural training at the
CLSC de Parc-Extension. “They are also less likely to be
familiar with the resources that are available to them,
including health services.”

Gérer dans la diversité : formation spécifique
pour les gestionnaires*
°

Wednesday, February 14, 2018,
CLSC de Park-Extension, room 15-17

*Conducted exclusively in French

To learn more about the training sessions or to register, visit the SHERPA Research Centre at
sherpa-recherche.com/fr/formation/prochaines-formations.

25 years in the twinkle of an eye
S

taff and clients of the MAB-Mackay’s Day Centre
brought along their dancing shoes on June 12, kicking up their heels in celebration of the program’s Silver
Jubilee. For a quarter of a century, the Day Centre has
been providing services to blind and visually impaired
seniors.
The revelers were eager to share personal tributes.
Robert read a touching letter that he had written describing the Day Centre as a second home, while Mike
sang his rendition of the Beatles’ Let it Be, which he
cheekily repurposed and renamed MAB.
Live music provided a lively backdrop to the festivities as Bernie Green, a former employee of the CIUSSS
West-Central Montreal and now a volunteer at the Day
Centre, enticed the seniors to form a conga line.
And from there, they embarked on the next leg of the
long and winding road.

9
Cecelyn, a 22-year ‘veteran’ of the program, was honoured to receive a plaque of
recognition by Martin Bergevin, Program Manager at MAB-Mackay’s Day Centre, and
Geneviève Chabot, Site Manager for the MAB-Mackay Rehabilitation Centre.
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Stagiaires in distress… how can we help?
Learning to work in health care is about more
than becoming acquainted with vital signs or
developing the ability to diagnose an illness.
It’s also about discovering how much pressure
someone can tolerate in a stressful situation.

Levels of distress

Concerning
behaviours

Distress

• 2WKHUVH[SUHVVHG
FRQFHUQV
• 6RFLDOO\
GLVFRQFHUWHGRU
ODFNRI
FRPPXQLFDWLRQ

• $EVHQFHWDUGLQHVV
• &KDQJHVLQ
SHUIRUPDQFH
DSSHDUDQFH
EHKDYLRU
• ,VRODWLRQZLWKGUDZDO
• 7HPSHUDPHQW

• 'DQJHUWRVHOIRU
RWKHUV
• +DUDVVPHQWDEXVH
DVVDXOW
• 'DPDJHWRSURSHUW\
• 2WKHUVHFXULW\
LVVXHV

I STOP & LISTEN!
I reassure and explore the trainee’s needs. I respect confidentiality.

That’s why teaching supervisors need to be on
the lookout for stagiaires who may be showing
signs of distress. “This period in the professional development of students or interns is usually very exciting, because they are finally experiencing first-hand what they’ve learned about
in their textbooks,” says Kevin Hayes, Associate
Director of Medical and University Education.
“That said, it can also be an intense time, and
some stagiaires may suffer from the strain.”

*XLGHIRUWHDFKLQJVXSHUYLVRUVDQG
VXSSRUWVWDIIWRKHOSWUDLQHHVLQGLVWUHVV

I refer the
trainee to
services

Refer the trainee to
general student
services of the teaching

,FRPPXQLFDWH
ZLWKWKH08( 
WKHWHDFKLQJ
LQVWLWXWLRQ
UHSUHVHQWDWLYH

I call

I refer the
trainee to
services

,FRPPXQLFDWH
ZLWKWKH08( 
WKHWHDFKLQJ
LQVWLWXWLRQ
UHSUHVHQWDWLYH

institution

Refer the trainee to

crisis support center of
911,
Crisis
CIUSSS West-Central Montreal welcomes over
5000/5555,
crisis center
the teaching institution
5,000 stagiaires a year from universities and colleges affiliated with the network, as they acquire
*Teaching institution representative: e.g. field instructor, clinical educator, internship or program coordinator.
experience in fields such as social work, pharmacy or physiotherapy. The demanding pace or
A new guide that provides advice on how to identify and
requirements of their stage may cause several
among them to become withdrawn or regularly late. More help a stagiaire in difficulty is designed to lead supervisors
rarely, stagiaires may even exhibit more extreme traits and support staff through the referral process. Developed
like aggression, or find themselves on the receiving end by the CIUSSS’s Medical and University Education Direcof hostile treatment or harassment by peers or users. In torate (MUE), the guide provides a regularly updated list
of resources that are available to stagiaires in psychosothese instances, help is clearly needed.
cial distress.

Included are policies, procedures and information about
services that are available in our CIUSSS and in each of
the academic institutions that collaborates with the MUE.
A handy, downloadable flyer (see graphic) also defines a
course of action for different levels of distress, along with
relevant contact information.
If you have concerns about a stagiaire who may be in
distress, contact Mr. Hayes at 514-484-7878, extension
1457, or kevin.hayes.ccomtl@ssss.gouv.qc.ca.
For more information, visit Training and teaching >
Support to supervision of stages on the intranet.
Medical and University Education caravan

Ever wonder how our healthcare network is making life better
for the people it serves? For the answers, join Peter Anthony
Holder as he takes you behind the scenes in his podcast*, Your
Health. From rehab to research, from surgery to social work, let
Peter be your guide to the many faces of CIUSSS West-Central
Montreal.
* currently available in English only
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Network-wide teams: a win-win
for staff and healthcare users
As our CIUSSS continues to mature,

professionals from different facilities have been searching for ways
to strengthen bonds through intranetwork teamwork and cooperation. With the number of sites
steadily growing in the two years
since CIUSSS West-Central Montreal
came into existence, some members
of staff may not be fully aware of
everyone across the network who
shares their expertise or interest in a
particular field.
To improve the situation in their own
area, three resourceful allied health
professionals who specialize in
addiction decided to forge a tighter connection with one another.
Although each was familiar with the
others’ work, they’re all based at
different sites and they felt the need
for closer contact.

“We formed a small but mighty
group,” says Jeremy Wexler, a Social
Worker at the JGH Herzl Opioid Use
Disorders Clinic. He was joined for
the group’s inaugural, face-to-face
meeting on June 7 by colleagues
Anita Cugliandro, a Criminologist
at CLSC Côte-des-Neiges and
Social Worker Linda Shames of
CLSC Benny Farm.
“There are any number of established substance-abuse programs
throughout our network, but as yet
they have no central—even if virtual—
address,” notes Mr. Wexler. “Our
group is working together to get a
better sense of the addiction landscape in our CIUSSS. A comprehensive list of resources is crucial not
only in helping practitioners with
referrals, but as a means of identifying unmet patient needs and gaps
in service.”

The group is looking to recruit
other allied health colleagues from
the CIUSSS who work in or are drawn
to the field of addiction, to share
their knowledge and promote best
practices. “Our longer-term plan is
to also engage healthcare practitioners,” says Mr. Wexler. “We can
provide family doctors and nurses
with the tools to more easily identify
clients with substance-use disorders
and the skills to engage with that
person. Then comes the referral—
how do we motivate patients to seek
treatments that work for them?”

If you are an allied health professional
working in the CIUSSS West-Central
Montreal and would like to be
involved, contact Mr. Wexler at
jwexler@jgh.mcgill.ca.

Staffers become
students for a
day, all in the
name of respect
Close

your eyes, take deep breaths and think of
something serene….
Short of bringing their yoga mats to work, frontline staff
learned how to keep cool when hot-button problems
arise, in a one-day session on respect in the workplace.
Participants were trained in managing stressful scenarios
and responding constructively when confronted with a
difficult situation on the job. To help internalize the lessons, they were guided through realistic simulations, taking part in role playing and hands-on exercises.
Three groups of frontline staff from different facilities
and missions in CIUSSS West-Central Montreal were the
first to benefit from the training, which was provided by
external experts in the field from Groupe CFC. “We felt
that creating smaller groups would be most conducive
to a positive learning experience,” says Francine Dupuis,
Associate CEO. “Staff were given ample opportunity
to ask questions, express themselves, and learn from
one another.”
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Smiles among colleagues as they get to know one another
and share their experiences.

Danny Gaudreau, an Administrative Agent in the
Department of Mental Health and Addiction who attended
the training, agreed, “The most inspiring part of the experience was listening to colleagues share their stories
and talk about the ways they dealt with tough situations
that involved their colleagues or users.”
In the coming months, additional respect-focused
training sessions will take place.
This training was offered through the generous support
of the Central Users’ Committee.

appointments
Elliott Silverman,
Director of Logistics for
CIUSSS West-Central Montreal
Mr. Silverman will be responsible for logistics, which covers purchasing, materials
management, and the management of contracts. This
involves refining the supply
chain and easing the flow
of goods throughout the
CIUSSS.
“Our team is committed to
streamlining logistics and
purchasing for the entire network,” says Mr. Silverman.
“Our top priority is to offer
staff our support and expertise as well as to simplify services, to enable healthcare
providers to dedicate themselves fully to the patients, residents and users in their care.”
Mr. Silverman has previously worked with the Jewish General Hospital Quality Department. As Assistant to the Associate Executive Director for the Support, Administration and Performance Programs,
he was in charge of the Project Management Office. As a Senior
Project Manager for Transformational Change, he introduced new
standards for printing and hardware management that led to over
$200,000 in savings for the JGH. Mr. Silverman also gained years of
project management experience in the private sector.
Read more about Mr. Silverman
on our CIUSSS intranet CIUSSS > Leadership > Logistics.

Have you caught
sight of the
caping crusader?
Visit the CIUSSS West-Central Montreal Facebook
page to watch NICU nurse and social-media sensation
Stephanie Trehearne Make the Difference!
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Nathalie Lecoq, Chief Legal Counsel
for CIUSSS West-Central Montreal
To ensure timely, high-quality legal
services, Ms. Lecoq will be responsible
for the overall management of legal requests and will coordinate the activities
of the Legal Services Department under
the directorship of Beverly Kravitz.
Read more about Ms. Leqoc
on our CIUSSS intranet
CIUSSS > Leadership > Human Resources,
Communications, Legal Affairs
and Global Security.

HEALTH • SAFET

Don’t get bent
out of shape—
reach out
to an OT!

High standards of professional and ethical behaviour
are at the heart of everything that CIUSSS West-Central Montreal stands for—whether in tending to healthcare users or managing the needs of the network.

HEALTH • SAFETY

For this reason, our CIUSSS has introduced a Whistleblower policy to facilitate the disclosure of wrongdoings, which can help staff decide what to do if they find
themselves in a situation that leads them to question a
colleague’s actions, professional or ethical behaviour.

Try as we might, many of us simply can’t
seem to escape the backaches, knee
pains or shoulder spasms that come
with the work we do. But maybe that’s
because we haven’t asked the right person for help.

Any form of improper behaviour should be reported to
your supervisor, including:
°

violation of the law

°

any form of abuse or neglect toward a health care

An occupational therapist (OT) who
specializes in adjusting workstations
to make them ergonomically correct is
now available to staff CIUSSS wide.

SANTÉ • SÉCUR

user, family member, visitor or member of staff
any violation of financial or accounting policies

°

abuse of authority

If your workspace is causing you physical discomfort, be attentive to how you
are carrying yourself throughout the
day. Consider, “what do I do?”, “how do
I do it?” and “why do I do it that way?”
The better you understand your work
habits, the more helpful and precise the
OT can be in their recommendations.

To disclose this information, please speak with your direct supervisor. All of your concerns will be handled in
a serious and confidential manner, and you will be protected.
Visit the CIUSSS intranet to view the full
Whistleblower policy Tools/ Documentation > Policies and procedures > 2200 - Services juridiques.

One-on-one evaluations with the OT
are typically an hour long. If you wish to
request an evaluation, ask your supervisor to email Health, Safety and WellBeing in the Workplace at prevention.
sst.ccomtl@ssss.gouv.qc.ca. Be sure to
include your:

Count on savings
through staff
discount program

°
°
°
°

Stay tuned for the employee discount program
page on the Intranet, offering exclusive rebates
for CIUSSS West-Central Montreal staff from
a variety of local businesses!
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Full name
Facility name
Location (room number, floor,
pavilion)
Work phone number or other
contact information

ITÉ • MIEUX-ÊTRE

°

Y • WELL-BEING

Whistleblower
policy

You hold the key: top tips on
preventing workplace thefts
No workplace is immune to theft. Nearly any item is ‘up

4

for grabs’, with stealing potentially occurring at the hands
of staff or visitors.

“The theft of personal belongings in facilities throughout the CIUSSS is not uncommon,” warns Khanh Du Dinh,
Associate to the Director of Human Resources, Communications and Legal Affairs, Global Security. “When a theft
occurs, it undermines our feelings of security, as well as
the quality of life at our workplace.”

Do not leave items of value on desk or tabletops,
or in view in a vacant office. These items should be
locked and secured when staff are out of the office.
Lock the doors of unoccupied offices or rooms.

5

Keep track of key fobs, swipe cards and office keys
in your possession, storing them in a secure place
and not handing them out to unauthorized people.
	All of these items should be collected from any staff
member who leaves their employment.

Mr. Dinh reassures staff that they can take simple
precautions to protect themselves from being targeted
by thieves, because for the most part, stealing is a crime
of opportunity. He shares the following tips:

6	Secure computers, projectors and other equipment
of value with brackets or cables to reduce
opportunities for theft. Never leave laptop
computers unattended.

1

Be wary of people who seem out of place or who
exhibit suspicious behaviour.

7

2

Never leave personal effects unattended.

8	Share these tips with patients or users regarding
their personal belongings.

3

Keep small items such as laptops, cell phones,
wallets and purses secured at all times, as these
are especially common targets of theft.

9

In the parking lot, lock valuables in the trunk of your
car, never leave them in plain view.

Report any theft or suspicious activity immediately
to security or to the police.

Emergency Measures training sessions
To view an updated schedule of the 60-minute Emergency Measures training sessions open to all staff, visit the
CIUSSS West-Central Montreal intranet at Tools/ Documentation > Emergency Measures Training.

Keeping in good form
A single CIUSSS West-Central Montreal committee re-

most recent version of a form is the one being used.

Members review the content of new forms, taking into
consideration existing regulatory frameworks, as well as
the specific requirements of professional orders. Note that
they do not correct typographical or grammatical errors,
or provide a translation. These rules apply to all paper,
electronic, dynamic or intelligent forms, as well as to printed forms that are not placed online.

Visit the new Medical Archives intranet page to learn
more about the committee and the creation or revision
procedures of forms in users’ medical files, at
Administrative Departments > Information Management
> CIUSSS Medical Records.

sponsible for the standardization of medical file forms has
replaced individual committees at sites throughout the
network, with a view to harmonizing the forms in users’
medical files. The new committee provides guidelines in
the development of forms to ensure the quality and consistency of health information.

The committee is comprised of permanent members from
various disciplines representing the clinical team, among
them doctors and pharmacists, nurses, Medical Imaging,
Multidisciplinary Services, as well as rehabilitation and
SAPA facilities. On occasion, upon invitation, additional
individuals will be consulted to evaluate forms relating to
other specialties.

Contact the committee at medical.forms.ccomtl@ssss.
gouv.qc.ca or via Lotus Notes, at Medical Record Forms.

The committee manages an inventory of medical file
forms through a comprehensive data bank that it will develop and maintain. It acts as a liaison between the various stakeholders in the CIUSSS to minimize the number
of forms appearing in medical files and to ensure that the
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